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metric function which depends on the partitioning of the ws x mt 
complex matrix I’ = (&) (definitions follow). Impli~*it in these remarks 
is that the integers fi and q are constrained as follows: Z < fi < ~$8, 
and 1 < q < 9~ Moreover, equalitv obtains in (1.1) if and only if P is 
block diagonal to begin with, i.e.,W * If and only if each n x n “complm 
matrix Aij* i 5f 4, is the zero matrix. It is to be noted that, if 13 and y 
assume their malximal values (that is, fi == w and q = H), then the three 
functions E, & l ), EP( l ), and E,( l ) become the ~e~~~~~~~~z~ fun tiol~s 
defined on thiir respective square complex matrices. In this special case, 
(1.1) reduces to the inequality? which was first proved by IL C. Tl~~rnps~~~~ 
[8t. .e It is the purpose of this paper to prove that the inequality (1.1) can 
be carried over td t?le case of ~~~~~~~?zj~~-entri~d partitioned matrices 
(Theorem 5.2). In fact, we offer the definition of a generalized elementary 
symmetric function E IJ,Q, defined on S~S x win matrices A p which depends 
on the manner in which A is partitioned (Definitions 5.3, 5.4). Although 
this generalized function is used in i:Si, it is not explicitly defined. In 
thicj paper, we come to realize that what we have, then, is a function 
\rvhich degenerates to the usual elementary symmetric functions (as the 
pa~jtjonjug is trivialized) ; in turn, the elementarv symmetric fu~~~ti~~n~ J I 
include the determinant as a special case. 
A by-Proust of our techniques is the f~llo~vin~ interesting fact 
concerning certain com#ex-en tried 2~ :x: %n matrices (Section 6) : An>* 
292 x 292 complex matrix 
where each -4 ii, t’, j =: 1, 2,. . . , n, is the complex 2 x 2 matrix 
af WayS has a nonnegative determinant. 
The referee has pointed out that by using additi(?~~al rgunlents @, 61 
more can be said. In fact, A necessarily has 2n complex eigenvalues 
adding in conjugate pairs A,, A,, lvhere Al -= 1,. ,Woreover, rcaJ cigen- 
values have even multiplicities. 
The symbol Q denotes the skew field of quaternions, i.e., (1 is the real 
isur-dimensional inear space with basis elements 1, i, j, k endowed with 
the usual noncornmutative mu~tip~cation. A typical element y of (1 i;i 
~~~presented by the fomlal sum q I- a -4- it, + jc -#- kd, where a, 6, c, and 
& ;rre al3 real. Let Q’ be the mu~tiplic~~tive group of invertible elements 
Of (4 (Q’ = Q .- (0)) and let K be the commutator subgrwup of 0’. That 
IS, K is the set (subgroup) of all finite products of elements of the fcmn 
qr 9 yz* yt-l l q2-$ where yl* ~a E Q’. If q = u $- ib -+- jc i- kd, ttwn q*, 
the ~~~~~~.~~~~~ of q, is defined by q* == u - ih -- jc -- kd, and , ,y. #, the 
~ttvw o/ q, is the, n~~:~ne~ative number given by 1 iq; !2 = q* l q =- q l q” - - 
9 if’ + 62 _+ (3 _+- $2, WC let A-I,(C) and ~~~~~(~~) Ix the rings of IZ (I/ II 
matrices with entries from the field of complex numbers C, and tk skew 
field of quaternions Q, respectively. 13~ the symbols M,,‘(C) and J&J(1) 
we mean the multiplicative groups of all the invertible elements (matrices) 
of the respective rings. 
In defining a determjnant fun~ti(~n (let~(‘~~( l ) on ~~~~[~~ VW feel ~~bli~~~~ 
ttl impose the dete~njnantli~e c~~nstr~t‘int 
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2. For the PZ ): n diagonal matrix A = diag(a, 1, 1,. . ., l), define 
det,(“)(A) = det,(ll(a). 
3. Any invertible n x r, matrix A in B&,(F) c;in be written as A =x 
diag(a, 1,. . ., 1) l B, where B is a commutator (and hence has determinant 
equal to 1). Thus det,cn+4) = det,(‘)(n) E M,(F)/K. 
3. THE DIEUDONN~ DETERMINANT dety’“‘( l ) FOR MI)(Q) 
In advance of describing de$(@)( l 1 on M,(Q), we consider the special 
case It = 1. Accordingly, we present 
THEOREM 3.1. For awy 1 x 1 matrix (q) E ill, (Q), we have detQ(*)( ($)) == 
1 !q! 12, the nom of q squared. 
Proof. For ti = 1, the Dieudon+ determinant becomes the (coset- 
valued) canonical projection det u(1)((4), = (i l P, where H. is the commutator 
subgroup of the group of nonzero quaternions Q’. 
Xow K is equivalently described as the set of all quaternions of unit 
92o~-112. Dieudonne [S, p. 401 shows this bv relating the commutator Y 
!?1'42%-"4.2- l to the classic decomposition of a rotation in 3’-space 
as a product of two inversions. We give an alternative argument. Clearly, 
any element of K (a finite product of elements of the form q1 l q2 l ql-1 l qg-J) 
must have norm 1. 
Conversely, suppose q,-, = u + ih -t. jc + kd, and : ;qoi j = I, We claim 
that qO is necessarily an element of the commutator subgroup K. TO 
see this, we consider two cases. 
Case I. qO is real ; i.e., either q,) .-r; 1 or q. == - 1. Rut 1 == 1 l 1 l I .. 1 l 
I-bzK and - 1 -I= i-j. i-l.j-lE Km 
Case 2. qO is not real, so that not all b, C, and d arc zero. Say, (r, ,c 0. 
Define 
zzig I 
a(a - 1) . 
y .._.__ -.c_. -~__ J a@ -- 1) if c _-# f), (jr a + _ _ _..~. 
Then we have the following two prop-t its : 
(i) jjqfb l 4111 = I[& Tl ‘- f II. Ilb 0 OWS since j /qO/ 1=: 1 and does not depend 
~1 the choice of ql. 1 
(ii) Real part (qo l ql) = real part (qI) = a. This depends on choice 
of qp 
From [2, p* 333], we read that q. l q1 is conjugate to ql. That is, 3q, E Q 
such that 
Qo l Ql = q2 l q1 l 42-1 or q. I-= q2. qI . qa-* . ql--l E K. 
lit our disposal now is the fact that K, the commutator subp-oup of (I’, 
vtrn$ts of just those quatemions with unit norm. 
Consider the map JZ: Q’/K - (0, cy)) defined hy n(q. K) 1-1 ,‘y ;2 (SW 
‘5, p. 40;). From our previous remarks, x is a well-defined isc_mw*pl~isn~ 
from the factor group (?1’/K onto the multiplicative group of nonnegative 
ntals (0, a+ Since (0, CW) is an isomorphic copy of (l’jK, the range of 
tletQy l ), we may idcntifv detJl( l ) with the cdxnyosite function n. 
detq(*y . ) : .q(Q) -+ (0, mj. That is, det$lj( . ) is the norm stluarcd 
function sending Q onto IO, cyj), where detq(lj((0)) = 0. 
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the context of the result of [I, Cor. 3.121, which deals with the change 
in the value of the determinant after two rows of A E M,(Q) are inter- 
changed. Explicitly, it is shown that, if A = diag(q, 1, 1,. . . , 1) l K1, and 
if A’ is obtained from A by interchanging two rows, then AC = diai( - qp, 
191 #* ’ l s 1) l &, where Ki, i = 1,2, is a fixed commutator matrix (hence 
has detemlinant 1). In our context, then, we have det&n’(A) = 1 jq( 12 == 
I/- qjp = detQtR)(A’), i.e., the elementary operation of permuting rows 
does wol alter the value of the determinant for quaternion-entried matrices. 
Having related the Dieudonnb determinant detJ”‘( l ) to a real number 
range (for the special case of the field of quaternions), we push this develop.- 
ment ful Ciler in the next section by relating det&n)( l ) to, det,2”( l ), 
the usual determinant on 2n x 2n complex-entried matrices. 
4. RELATloN OF THE DIEC;I,ONNl? DETERMINANT TO l’HE USUAL. OETER- 
MINAXT ON COMPLEX MATRICES 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let q = a + ib + jc -+- kd be represented by q == 
z -+- wj, where z -= n -+- ib and UJ = c -+- id are complex numbers. Define 
v Q - J&,(C), sending quaternions to 2 x 2 complex matrices by 1 
By identifying Q with the set of 1 x 1 cluaternion matrices M,(Q), we 
may set g7 = #i). 
We note that v: Q ---* M,(C) is a real algebra monomorphism. For this 
reason v;(~) : M,(Q) - .M,,(Q) is aiso a real algebra monomorphism. In 
fact, we have 
PKOPOSITIOS 4.1. For $? M,(Q) - 3&,(C), 11 -=I= 1, 2,. . . , tpfn) is 2 
real algebra monomorphism, i.e., for all A, B E Mn(Q), 
#“‘(A + B) = g+“‘(A) -f- +‘(B), 
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v(*)(U) = Ag3’“‘(A) for all real R, 
tp’(A *) = p'"'(A)t 
Xjere * and 7 represent the conjugate transpose on quatemion and complex 
matrices, respectively. 
Proof. Immediate from Definition 4.1. 
The fcllowing preposition is our first attempt to relate the I.)ieudvnnt: 
and the usual complE;u determinant functions. 
~ROP9SITIOS 4.2. det$)((q) j = detC(2)(F(q)) for all q c: 0. 
Proof. Clear. 
To see tflat the Dieudonn6 determinant detytn)( l ) defined on n x n 
qua.ternion matrices is really the ~cnl determinant function detJ”“)( l ) 
on 292 x 292 complex matrices, we present 
THEOREY 4.1. For my A E M,,(Q), det,.j~8~(A) =- det,.(2’:‘(2(“)(A)). 
‘I’llat is, 
PYOO/. From [l, Th. 3.7 1, we have that every jt x $1 matrix of 
cluaternions A E M,(Q) is of the form A = diag(q, 1, 1,. . . , 1) l K, where 
K is a matrix in the commutator subgroup K, C M,,‘{(j). It is easy to 
Aecla; that 
Jt:ty’n)(diag(q, 1, 1,. . . , 1)) = i k$2 = det,,(2”)(~(n)(diag(q, 1, 1,. . . , 1))) (Al) ,! Ii 
det$“(I<) -r=3 1 zzz detc:(2tc)(~~(“)(~)). (4.2) 
i,{.luation (4.2) holds because of the multipiicative property of the map 
G) coupled with the fact that the commutatc.)r matrix h’ is a finite product ? 
:lf matrices of the form A 1 l A42 l A 1-l . A?--‘, where A 1, A 2 E M,t’(Q)e 
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Thus for any A E M,(Q) we may write 
deto(“‘(d) = det$)(diag(q, 1,. . . , 1) l h’) 1.1, Th. 3.7.i 
1 
= det J”)(diag(q, 1,. . . , 1)) . det,o(Ki (from (2.1) and (4.2)) 
= det CJ(z”)(@“,(diag(q, 1,. . . , 1))) l detc(2r~)((ri~n’(K)) (from (4.1)) 
= det,‘2”)(gi’“‘(diag(q, 1 . . . , 1)) l v(“)(K)) 
(multiplicative property of usual determinant function detc(2fl)( l )) w 
, = det,.‘*“)(vn(diag(q, 1 . . . , 1) l K)) 
(multiplicative property of g@ ; cf. Proposition 4.2) 
= detc~2”‘iq$4)). 
This completes the proof that detg(“J = de&-J*“) o g+). 
Remark 1. Theorem 4.1 can also be shown for the case where 9 ‘=: 
@k (1 - .&(R) is th e canonical representation of quaternion~ into the 
algebra of real 4 X 4 matrices. More exactly, 
for 92 = 1,2,..., if the Dieudonne determinant is redefined on 1 x 1 
quatemion matrices (q) to be j iq/ 14 instead of i iq/ /*. The reason for this 
is that the “usual” determinant of the 4 x 4 real matrix representation 
of q is i fq 1 id, while the determinant of the 2 X 2 complex matrix representa- 
tion of q is i iqr i2 (cf. -3:). 
Remark 2. Theorem 4.1 is, in a sense, independent of the representa- 
tion p: Q - &I&). In fact, if 4: 9 ---* M,(C) is any otker algebra representa- 
tion (enjoying the properties of Proposition 4.1), then v and # wiU both 
be irreducible on complex 2-space and, hence, equivalent. That is, hr 
Sclme nonsingular A E &(C), we must have for all q E & that y(q) = 
A-I#(q)A. It follows that the 292 x 292 matrices (tp(qJ) and (#(qJ), 
i, j- I,;I,..., n, are similar (via the nonsingular 2n % 2n matrix & A), 
and hence their determinants agree. 
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0. - THE GENERALIZEI ELEMENTARY SYMMETRIC 1+3_JX;(‘TIONS E,,, AS I, Q,,,~ 
In the previous section we described tire I)ieudonnC determimuzt 
function for quaternion matrices and linked this notion to the usual 
&terminant function for complex matrices. We are now prepared to 
r!stend the class of the n elementary symmetric functions El ( l j -= trace, 
&( l ),. l l , E,( 0) = det,(“)( l ) from complex matrices to quaternion L 
nia trices. In the complex case the elementary symmetric functic)ns 
include the determinant as a special case; for our elementary symmc tric 
functions on quaternion matrices, we shall also have the I.)ieudwnG 
determinant, deto(78’( l ), as a special wse. We prw-ted to this definition 
Ilf_I\V. 




Rcwnrk. Definition 5.1 develops the standard elementary symmetric 
ttnwtions defined on ~1 :< WI matrices (nvtt? that I:‘, -= trxe and E,,, = 
rlCt,P’)). 
In order eventually to extend the results of A’1 to the quattbrnion 
LW, we present t}le definition of a c~x-nplcx uniform principal wbin:Ltris 
*xllktk depends on the partitioning of the original rnatris (Cf. .-k SC-. 1 .I). 
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(and columns) of the partitioned matrix A, choose any 9 of the block 
rows along with the p corresponding columns. Within each of the block 
rows choose any q rows (and corresponding columns). The pq x jq 
(complex) matrix thus obtained is a uniform principal submatrix of A. 
We offer the schematic diagram in (5.1) as an illustration of the construction 
described above. 
q columns q columns q columns 
-- 
4 c .*4 c j 0.94 K7 
!n entriesjrt entriesla entriesj l l l It2 entricsf l l l 193 eutricsj 
t ? * t I-__..-_-______-.________._ _ 
p block columns’ 
? t 1 . . . f *.. t ______ _ _____c______-_ _____-__ _______^_ -y. 
nz block columns 
(5 1) . 
Hence there are exactly en2 l 
n’P 
00 P 4 
possible uniform principal submatrices 
of A. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let A be an mn x mn (complex) matrix partitioned 
into m2 blocks Air, i, J’ = 1,2,. . . , HZ, where each block A gj is an PZ x ‘tt 
(complex) matrix. Then, for integers p, q, 1 < 1) < m, 1 < q < n, we 
define the partition-dependent (p, q)-elementarv symmetric ~wction~, E g,g, c . 
on A by 
E,,,(A) = 2 detJPq)(#), 
*4’ 
as A’ runs over all possible pq x fiq uniform principal submatrices of A, 
relative to the partitioning on A. 
Remark. Observe that the notion of (p, q)-elementary symmetric 
function generalizes that of the usual elementarv symmetric function. In 
fact, let A be an mn x mn complex matrix partitioned into @ blocks 
Aij, i,j= 192,. l l ‘ m, where each Ai, is an $2 x n complex matrix. 
By choosing m = 1 (which forces fi =L l), that is, allowing a trivial par- 
titioning on A, we see that E 1 ,* = E,, the ordinary 4th elementary 
symmetric function. Moreover, for m = I, every principal submatrix 
is trivially a un@rnz principal submatrix. 
We are ready for the definition of an elementary symmetric function 
for the quatemion case. Our definition wili be implicit&* valid thanks . 
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tr, the results of Section 4, which connect the usual comple?r determinant 
function to the Dicudonn6 determinant for quaternions. We shall 
i)roceed by defining the ‘p, q)-elementary symmetric function E,,, for 
2~ partitioned matrix A := (A#,) E M4n,,(Q). A s in the corqlex case (see 
remark above), a trivial partitioning (choose m = 1) will force L:,,, to 
hecome or ,*, which will then be de/hzed ~2s E,, the qth eleniczntary qm- I 
metric function on the n X n quatemion matrix A E A&(Q). To further 
~hoosc q at its maximal value, q == PZ, we shall see that c;‘,., = e, degen- 
crates to det g(n), the Dieudonne determinant for matrices in Mtl(()). 
rntried matrix partitioned into tiz2 blocks, ,qii, i, j =_-: 1, 2,. . . , IN, wheie 
cwh A i, is an clement of M,,(Q). Then, for the integers p, q, 1 :z /J < ~ZZ, 
1 >: q -<_ m, we define the partition-dependent (p, q) -elementuy s SIWW~~~C 
,thction, &p,q on A by 
&p&q = E,,&(““‘(A)). 
The qth thztwtar_v symmetric ftmction E, is defined on A once we rcquirc 
~1 -= 1 (which forces p = 1) and set Q, = q,*. That is, 
or, equivatently, 
e,(A) = E2&+)(.4)) (since El,2, =:.= E,,). * 
Remark. lis we have promised, the partition-dependent function E,,, 
defined over M,,(Q) gives us the Dieudonne determinant for the special 
case m = 1 and q = PZ, which is analogous to the property of E,,, defined 
m Mnn(G). Also from Remark 2 following the proof of Theorem 4.1, 
lin.2a l fptwLn) is %ssentially”‘ independent of the representation q~ Q ----, 
.%(C), since any other such representation #: Q --• M,(G) will be equivalent . 
to v, The function Ep,2q is a certain sum of determinants (Definition 5.3) 
&tntI is therefore invariant on equivalent representations. 
Relative to the quaternion case, we shall prove 
~~~~/‘ ~~~ to the al~~~ra-~)~~s~rvjn~ properties of gF, we note 
that positive semidefiniteness for A f=-, (A ii) E M,,(C~) is reflected a,~; 
positive semi&finiteness for the 2~2~ x 2mn com~Zex matrix (6,‘“)(.4J). 
With this in mind, we write 
fp’“‘(A J ,) . . . 
2. En,gq 
. . . 
pvw~l) l l l 
(Theorem 6.1 applied to psd matrix (q:‘“‘(A ij))) 
(IMinition 5.4 of E,,,j. 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
An unexpected consequence of our studv of quaternions is the following ” 
property of certain com#ex matrices. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A E l&,,(C) be of the ,fcm 
A 11 A,2 . . . A Im 
A21 A22 l ** A2m 
A = 
[ 1 P . . . A ml l 4rn2 l ** Amm 
where each A ij, i, j = 1, 2,. . . , VI, is a complex 2 x 2 
com#ex #timbers Zij and wijm Then cleQ2*)( A) > 0. 
Pmo/. Observe that A is exactly a disguised form of gW(A’), where 
A’E M,(Q) has for its ijth entry the quaternion qij = Zij + qgjj (cf. 
Definition 4.1) _ Once we agree that A = gF(A’), we have 
det,J2m)(A) = det ,(2m)(@m)(A ‘))
= detQ’“)(A’) (Theorem 4.1) 
--+ 
=sr 0 (Corollary 3.1). 
Our proof is done. 
Remark. The referee has observed that, as a consequence of the 
papers of H. C. Lee [6] (see also [Z]), the stronger statement that eigen- 
values of the matrix A of Theorem 6.1 come in conjugate pairs with real 
eigenvalues having even multiplicities. This is so because A can be put 
into block triangular form via unitary transformations where matrices 
& appear on the diagonal. 
It has also been pointed out by the referee that a paper of L. E. Zagorin 
[0f contains Theorem 4.1 as a special case. It is likely, then, that our 
principal theorem, Theorem 5.2, obtains for arbitrary noncommutative 
fields which are finite dimensional over their centers. 
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